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began to sob.   Mrnala looked on as one out of her senses.   The soldiers with
faces set hard went on mechanically performing their duty	
Munja looked with contempt at Tailapa and stepped near the trunk of the
elephant. There he stopped, as if in hesitation. Tailapa got the moment he
waited for. " Are you frightened ?"
" The earth will crash to its doom when its lover begins to fear. Fool! I
was only thinking—"
"Of what?"
"Only this/' Munja replied, looking up with pride. And his eyes were
full of longing. "I was only thinking what will happen to poor SarasvatL
Laxmi will now go to Vishnu. Victory will repair to Kartikeya. But when
Munja will go, Sarasvati alone will be disconsolate." Saying this, he turned his
back on Tailapa with inexpressible contempt, and addressed the elephant thus,
" First among elephant! Prthivlvallabha, the first among kings, has now come
to you I"
The elephant stood as if in deep thought, then playfully waved its trunk,
Munja softly rubbing it all the time. Ultimately, with perfect composure, he
clung to the trunk; the driver pricked it with the goad; and the elephant
twining its trunk round Munja lifted him off the ground.
The elephant lifted its trunk, lowered it again and again. The people with
tears in their eyes saw in its embrace Prthivlvallabha, smiling, his brilliant eyes
flashing with pride, like i§ri Krshna triumphantly standing in the coils of the
serpent Kali.
The elephant snorted and gave one swift swing to his trunk. And Muftjn's
triumphant cry resounded in the air, " Victory to Maha Kala."
The crowd stood horror-struck. Mrnalavati's piteous shrieks rang out, pier-
cing the heavens.
Muiijafor a moment disappeared under the foot of the elephant. The
animal put its foot on him—pressed it—a crack was heard—the foot was
lifted.
On the ground, the corpse of Prthivlvallabha lay crushed and flattened.
BhagavUn Kautilya is the first of a series yet to come. The
terrible system of espionage under the last Nandas has
been brought out with startling realism. Kautilya is well
drawn, and the great Rshis of the Naimisha forest and
their life are depicted with Munshi's art.
V
In 1922, Munshi first turned to the drama as an outlet
for his creative imagination. The first, Puruiidara-pafajaya,
was woven round the Purafiic episode of Sukanya and
Cyavana. In the next, Avibhaktatma, he strives to portray the
ideal of love. True lovers are halves of one another—one
soul in two bodies. And as a type, he took the finest pair;
in ancient Indian tradition, Vasishtha and Arundhatl. In
Tarpana, an unrelieved tragedy, we have the myth of

